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Abstract While repositories’ efforts to build trustworthy digital repositories

(TDRs) led to the establishment of ISO standards, much less research has been done

regarding the user’s side, despite calls for an understanding of users’ trust of TDRs.

In order to learn about users’ perspectives on trust in digital repositories, the present

study investigated users’ definitions of trust and factors that influence users’ trust

development, particularly addressing the users of three data repositories in the

United States. A total of 19 participants were interviewed in this study. The results

of this study indicate that users’ definition of trust is largely based on a lack of

deception, when it comes down to the specific context of data repositories.

Regarding factors influencing the development of users’ trust in repositories,

organizational attributes, user communities (recommendations and frequent use),

past experiences, repository processes (documentation, data cleaning, and quality

checking), and users’ perception of the repository roles were identified.

Keywords Trust � Data repository � Trusted digital repository

Introduction

Historically, cultural institutions that have been responsible for preserving paper

records and physical artifacts have already developed considerable trust within the

communities they serve. Libraries, archives, and repositories are trusted to store

materials valuable for cultural and scholarly purposes and provide access to them to

disseminate knowledge and to preserve them for future generations (Research

Libraries Group/Online Computing Library Center [RLG/OCLC] 2002). The flood
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of digital information, however, has created new challenges in curating and

archiving information. Whereas physical objects or documented reliable surrogates

are available to patrons as ‘‘proof’’ of an institution’s capability to collect and

preserve for the long term, digital information is less tangible and much more

mutable than other materials, and trust and reliability are considered more difficult

to establish (RLG/OCLC 2002, p. 8).

Thus, new questions and new solutions in the field of archives and preservation

are raised concerning whether and how the accumulated trust derived from

traditional services can be transferred to the repositories of digital information

(Jantz and Giarlo 2007). Ross and McHugh (2005) noted that digital information

holders or service providers might already be regarded as trustworthy based on their

reputations earned in the paper-based information environment. Institutions are

likely to retain at least some trust from the public based on past successes (RLG/

OCLC 2002). Others have made the point that digital resources are much more

vulnerable than traditional paper-based information; this fact makes people and

organizations insecure about digital information usage and ways of guaranteeing the

authenticity and longevity of digital objects in institutions’ collections (Electronic

Resource Preservation and Access Network (ERPANET) 2004).

Whether or not trust derived from traditional services can be transferred to digital

repositories, the concept of trust remains central in digital environments. The

Commission on Preservation and Access/Research Libraries Group (CPA/RLG)

Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information (1996) pointed out, ‘‘for assuring

the longevity of information, the most important role in the operation of a digital

archive is managing the identity, integrity and quality of the archives itself as a

trusted source’’ (p. 23). Lynch (2000) also observed that ‘‘virtually all determination

of authenticity or integrity in the digital environment ultimately depends on trust.

[…] Trust plays a central role, yet it is elusive’’. Thus, as early as the late 1990s, the

discussion on trusted digital repositories (TDRs) spread and addressed how the

‘‘trusted’’ information can be preserved.

While trust in repositories has been much discussed, questions remain regarding

whether end users will accept a repository with a solid record as ‘‘trusted’’. Ross and

McHugh (2005) presented a broad range of trust-related issues surrounding digital

repositories and argued that users’ expectations (with expectations of depositors,

aspirations of service providers, and management concerns) must be addressed (p.

2). Understanding users’ perspectives is particularly significant because it is directly

related to the fundamental missions of repositories, which is to serve a particular

user group or designated community. As RLG/OCLC (2002) claimed, a trusted

digital repository is ‘‘one whose mission is to provide reliable, long-term access to

managed digital resources to its designated community, now and in the future’’ (p.

5). An empirical study to measure users’ perceptions of trust has also been called for

because ‘‘trusted digital repositories can be classified as ‘trusted’ primarily because

they meet or exceed the expectations and needs of the user communities for which

they are designed’’ (Prieto 2009, p. 603).

In response to this gap, this study attempts to investigate how users define ‘‘trust’’

in relation to digital repositories, and which factors influence users in building trust

and/or maintaining it. Particularly, the focus of this study is in data repositories
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where (digital) research data are stored and managed for reuse. Although most

previous studies on TDRs attempted to answer how digital repositories can be

trusted and provided criteria for developing TDRs, this study provides an in-depth

understanding of users’ perspectives on trust and contributes to broadening the

understanding of questions such as ‘‘what is a trusted repository?’’ and ‘‘how can

current TDRs meet users’ expectations for being a trusted digital repository?’’

Lastly, this study provides implications for building more trusted repositories in the

future.

Literature review

The first part of the literature review covers the efforts to build TDRs and the

development processes and standards for Trustworthy Repositories Audit and

Certification (ISO 16363). The second part of the literature review discusses

definitions, dimensions, preconditions, and attributes of trust, as they have been

investigated across disciplines.

Efforts to build trusted digital repositories: TRAC/ISO 16363

The concept of trust is known to be difficult to define or measure (Rousseau et al.

1998) because it is a vague term with an elusive definition (Gambetta 1988). How to

define trust in a digital repository is also subjective depending on context of use.

The archival and computer professions have been using the term as a synonym with

‘‘reliable’’, ‘‘responsible’’, ‘‘trustworthy’’, and ‘‘authentic’’, in relation to archival

functions such as creating, managing, and using digital objects (RLG/OCLC 2002,

p. 8). The RLG/OCLC report (2002) noted that no collective agreement exists, as of

yet, on a more exact definition of ‘‘trusted archives (or repositories)’’, possibly

because of the subjectivity and abstractness of the concept. This remains true today.

Consequently, a ‘‘trusted’’ or trustworthy organization is unable to identify

themselves as trusted (CPA/RLG Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information

1996).

Ross and McHugh (2005) pointed out that this situation leads the public (as well

as the repositories themselves) to accept digital repositories as being trusted if they

can demonstrate that they have the properties of trustworthiness. Thus, the most

important question is how to verify trustworthiness and how a repository can assert

its own status as ‘‘trusted’’ (Ross and McHugh 2005). Therefore, the efforts to

identify requirements for being a ‘‘trusted’’ repository were initiated, and

certification for digital archives being declared as ‘‘trusted’’ was needed. These

efforts included constructing a robust audit and certification program for digital

repositories to enable these institutions to maintain the authenticity, integrity, and

accessibility of digital materials over the long term.

In 1996, the CPA/RLG Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information

(hereafter, Task Force) argued that to be trusted, digital archives have to

demonstrate that they could preserve information authentically for the long term.

The Task Force emphasized the capabilities of ‘‘trusted’’ organizations, which
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include being able to store, migrate, and provide access to digital collections

because these capabilities are critical components of digital archiving infrastructure

(CPA/RLG Task Force on Archiving of Digital Information 1996).

In 2002, a report by RLG/OCLC (2002) provided a starting point for describing a

framework of attributes and responsibilities for TDRs. In the report, the concept of a

TDR is defined as the following: the repository has associated policies, standards,

and technology infrastructure that provides the framework for digital preservation;

and the repository has a trusted system, such as a system of software and hardware

that can be relied on to follow certain rules. The ERPANET workshop report (2003)

emphasized the role of an audit in this process. An audit itself does not directly

improve uncertain situations with respect to being trusted because it only assesses

these situations, but such assessments can certainly be intriguing efforts to analyze

and improve situations (p. 6). Quality standards for creating digital resources,

actions for capture, methods and procedures for storage and repositories, and

technologies were discussed as ways to assess and improve situations.

In response to these works and calls for audit and certification programs, in 2003,

the Research Libraries Group (RLG) and the National Archives and Records

Administration (NARA) created a joint task force to specifically address digital

repository certification. First, they pointed out that institutions often declare

themselves as ‘‘OAIS (Reference Model for an Open Archival Information System)-

compliant’’ to underscore their trustworthiness, but no established or agreed

understanding existed for the meaning of ‘‘OAIS-compliant’’ (p. 1). OAIS was

designed to provide a conceptual framework for building appropriate environments,

functional components, and information objects for long-term preservation. Even

before it became an ISO standard in 2002, because institutions had no other

developed criteria, they used OAIS to declare themselves trusted (p. 1). Thus, RLG/

NARAs (2005) research focused on building criteria for measuring this compliance

by providing definitions of TDRs and components that should be considered TDRs.

The metrics developed in the task force were tested in 2005 through the

Certification of Digital Archives Project by the Center for Research Libraries

(CRL). Funded by the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation, this project conducted actual

audits of three digital archives: the National Library of the Netherlands–Koninklijke

Bibliotheek (KB), Portico (Ithaka Harbors, Inc.), and Inter-university Consortium

for Political and Social Research (ICPSR); and one archiving system, LOCKSS; and

provided methodologies for auditing and certification with corresponding costs

(CRL n.d.).

Meanwhile, European researchers also responded to the call for audit and

certification programs. The Network of Expertise in Long-term STOrage of Digital

Resources (nestor) project published the Catalogue of Criteria for Trusted Digital

Repositories in 2006. Initiated in Germany, the main focus of nestor was to form ‘‘a

web of trustworthiness in which digital repositories can function as long-term digital

archives within various environments’’ (Dobratz et al. 2007, para 3). Focusing on

trusted repositories certification, nestor attempted to identify criteria that would

facilitate the evaluation of digital repository trustworthiness, both at the organiza-

tional and the technical level (nestor Working Group on Trusted repositories

Certification 2006).
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All of those efforts and contributions to build solid audit, assessment, and

certification programs were combined in Trustworthy Repositories Audit and

Certification: Criteria and Checklist (TRAC) in 2007 (CRL/OCLC 2007). TRAC

became the basis for Audit and Certification of TDRs, prepared by the Consultative

Committee for Space Data Systems (CCSDS 2011). It presented three categories of

criteria: (1) organizational infrastructures that include governance and organiza-

tional visibility, organizational structure and staffing, procedural accountability and

preservation, financial sustainability, contracts, licenses, and liabilities; (2) digital

object management that includes ingest (acquisition and creation of archival

information package [AIP]), preservation planning, AIP preservation, and infor-

mation and access management; and (3) infrastructure and security risk manage-

ment that addresses technical infrastructure and security risk management.

In 2012, TRAC became a new ISO standard, ISO 16363: Audit and Certification

of trustworthy digital repositories, with ISO/DIS 16919: Requirements for bodies

providing audit and certification of candidate trustworthy digital repositories, which

is waiting to be approved. The two standards complement each other in relation to

accessing and building TDRs; largely based in TRAC, ISO 16363 provides a list of

criteria for being a TDR and ISO/DIS 16919 provides requirements for organiza-

tions that conduct audits and certifications (National Archives 2011). The creation

of ISO 16363 reflects consensus within the digital preservation community

regarding best practices for digital repositories. Although ISO standards are known

as ‘‘voluntary’’ standards rather than ‘‘must-do’’, they provide an influential

guideline for organizations attempting to build TDRs.

These previous efforts acknowledged the role of the user community in building

TDRs and suggested a way of engaging users in the process. For instance, a

repository should allow users to audit/validate that the repository is taking the

necessary steps to ensure the long-term integrity of digital objects and record and

act upon problem reports about errors in data so that users can consider the

repository as trustworthy sources (CCSDS 2011). However, much less research has

been done regarding the user side despite the call for an understanding of users’ trust

of TDRs. Prieto (2009) reviewed the concept of trust in online environments and

TDRs and underscored the significance of user communities’ perceptions of trust.

He argued that ‘‘user communities are the most valuable component in ensuring a

digital repository’s trustworthiness’’ (p. 603) and called for empirical research

measuring users’ perceptions of trust as a factor contributing to TDRs. Most

recently, the dissemination information packages for information reuse project in

the University of Michigan Ann Arbor and OCLC research investigated trust from

two user communities, quantitative social scientists, and archeologists (Yakel et al.

2013). The findings of this project identified four indicators of trust: repository

functions, transparency, structural assurance to include guarantees of preservation

and sustainability, and the effects of discipline and level of expertise. More

empirical research of how users perceive TDRs and of factors that influence the

building of users’ trust would have practical implications for repositories’ ability to

prove themselves as ‘‘trustworthy’’ to user communities.
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Trust: definition, precondition, dimensions, and attributes

Trust definition

The concept of trust has been widely studied in various disciplines, such as

psychology, organizational behavior, and economics. However, as researchers from

different fields take varying approaches to understanding the concept of trust

through their own disciplinary lenses and filters, full consensus on the definition of

trust has not yet been reached. Researchers have also argued about the difficulty of

defining and measuring trust (Rousseau et al. 1998) since it is a vague term with an

elusive definition (Gambetta 1988). However, several efforts to derive a definition

of trust from different disciplines have been made.

Mayer et al. (1995) saw trust as a relationship between a trusting party (trustor)

and a party to be trusted (trustee) and defined trust as ‘‘willingness to be vulnerable

to the actions of another party based on the expectation that the other will perform a

particular action important to the trustor’’ (p. 712). Similarly, Doney and Cannon

(1997) saw trust as ‘‘willingness to rely on another’’, and Lewicki and Bunker

(1995) defined trust as a ‘‘confident, positive expectation’’. Later, in their study of a

multidisciplinary view of trust, Rousseau et al. (1998) reported that ‘‘confident

expectations’’ and ‘‘willingness to be vulnerable’’ are critical components of all

definitions of trust regardless of discipline and defined trust as ‘‘a psychological

state comprising the intention to accept vulnerability based upon positive

expectations of the intentions or behavior of another’’ (p. 395).

Precondition of trust

As pre-conditions for the development of trust, two components, risk and

interdependence, have been mentioned across disciplines (Rousseau et al. 1998).

Defined as the perceived probability of loss, risk was considered an essential

component of the pre-conditions for trust (Rousseau et al. 1998, p. 395; Rotter 1967;

Sheppard and Sherman 1998). Risk was also discussed as the higher-level concepts

of uncertainty (Doney and Cannon 1997; Gambetta 1988; Lewicki and Bunker

1995), which can result from a lack of information (Giddens 1990) and vulnerability

(Blomqvist 1997; Rousseau et al. 1998), as discussed by Mayer et al. (1995).

Interdependence (or dependence) means that a trustee holds the potential to satisfy a

trustor’s needs; thus, it occurs ‘‘where the interests of one party (trustor) cannot be

achieved without reliance upon another (trustee)’’ (Rousseau et al. 1998, p. 395).

Dimensions of trust

Different types of trust can emerge from different factors. Trust can emerge based

on a trustee’s rational choice when a trustor perceives that the trustee will perform

beneficial actions. Rousseau et al. (1998) referred to this as calculus-based trust,

borrowing from Barber’s (1983) argument that this type of trust can be derived from

credible information regarding the intention of another, which may be provided by

reputation or certification. Trust can also be derived from repeated interaction over
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time between the trustee and trustor, which is classified as relational trust (Rousseau

et al. 1998). Reliability and dependability in previous interactions create and

increase a trustor’s positive expectations or beliefs about a trustee’s intention

(Rousseau et al. 1998; Lewicki and Bunker 1995). Finally, there can be institution-

based trust, a trustor’s feeling of security about situations because of structure

assurance, such as guarantees, regulations, or the legal system (e.g., a contract or

promise) (McKnight et al. 1998; Rousseau et al. 1998).

Trust attributes

From their review of literature, Mayer et al. (1995) suggested three attributes of

perceived trustworthiness: ability, benevolence, and integrity. Ability refers to the

skills, competence, and characteristics of a trustee that are influential in a specific

domain; benevolence is the belief of a trustor that a trustee wants to do good work

for a trustor; and integrity is a trustor’s perception that a trustee will adhere to

principles acceptable to the trustor. Mayer et al. (1995) argued that these attributes

are universally relevant and have been adopted by many researchers as a starting

point to develop their own framework. Pirson and Malhotra (2011) slightly modified

this framework in the context of stakeholders’ trust in organizations and provided a

new framework with four attributes: identification, integrity, benevolence, and

transparency. Integrity is the belief that an organization will act fairly and ethically;

benevolence is the belief that an organization is concerned with the stakeholders’

well-being; identification refers to stakeholders’ understanding of an organization’s

intention or interests based on shared values and commitment (Lewicki and Bunker

1995; and transparency refers to perceived willingness to share trust-related

information with stakeholders. Though transparency did not appear to predict trust

in the results of this study, it is worth noting that several scholars (e.g., Mishra 1996;

Tschannen-Moran 2001) have argued for transparency as one attribute of

trustworthiness.

While the trust relationship and the trust model investigated in previous studies

are not exactly the same as the trust relationship between users and repositories,

previous studies have provided useful insights into factors that may influence trust

and how it can be built. Thus, this study employed related concepts developed in

previous studies, adopting an integrated approach from organizational studies,

sociology, and social psychology to enhance our understanding of trust in

repositories from the users’ point of view.

Methods

I conducted semi-structured interviews to gain more in-depth understanding of

users’ perceptions. Among various types of digital repositories, I limited the scope

to users of data repositories, because of both the significance of data in research and

the increasing attention that is being paid to data sharing and reuse (e.g., Faniel and

Zimmerman 2011). Potential subjects were identified from users of three major

social science data repositories in the US: Odum Institute for Research in Social
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Science at the University of North Carolina, Roper Center for Public Opinion

Research at the University of Connecticut, and the ICPSR at the University of

Michigan. These three repositories are participating in the Data Preservation

Alliance for the Social Sciences (Data-PASS). Data-PASS is a voluntary partnership

of organizations created to archive, catalog, and preserve data used for social science

research, and their data include opinion polls, voting records, surveys on family

growth and income, social network data, government statistics and indices, and GIS

data measuring human activity. Other organizations participating in Data-PASS were

excluded from this study due to differences in the nature of the repositories (a

government organization) or due to the difficulty of tracking their users.

I used data citation tracking to identify people who have used data from these

repositories for their research. Currently, as no consistent standard for citing data

has yet been established (Mooney 2011), tracking data citations is a challenging

process. In addition, perhaps because a number of articles use data without citing

them (Mooney 2011), the use of citation tracking to identify users might be a

limitation of this sampling plan. Even though data citation tracking has limitations,

it is still the most effective way to identify users of datasets from each repository.

Among the three repositories, ICPSR and Roper Center provide lists of publications

that have used their data,1 and potential study participants were identified from these

lists. Users of the Odum data archives were identified by searching Google Scholar,

as the search results generated from the search term ‘‘Odum’’ provide the lists of

publications that mentioned Odum as their data source.

To minimize the potential imbalance in the sample, created by the use of

different repositories, a quota sampling technique was employed for deciding user

numbers for each repository, based on the number of studies that have provided data

to the repository (as reported by the repository or discovered through searches of the

DataVerse network2). Thus, this study initially aimed to recruit about eight

participants from ICPSR, about three participants from Odum Institute, and about

ten participants from Roper Center.

Potential participants were identified through searches for publications that cite

their use of a dataset from one of the three repositories. These searches were limited

to journal publications and conference proceedings published since 2000. Users

from the most recent years were included in the sample first, and this process was

continued until a sufficient number of participants had been identified. For articles

that have been written by multiple authors, either the corresponding author or the

first author was contacted first.

The interview data were collected from February to July 2012. An email

invitation for this study was sent to 213 potential participants identified through the

process described previously. Twenty-five people who received the email invitation

volunteered for interviews, but only 19 ended up participating in this study. Six

volunteers were excluded because they had not been heavily involved in the process

of acquiring and using data, as their co-authors or research assistants handled these

1 ICPSR: http://www.icpsr.umich.edu/icpsrweb/ICPSR/biblio/resources?collection=DATA; Roper Cen-

ter: www.ropercenter.uconn.edu/research/research_bibliography.html#.TxyOx0qQ07A.
2 The DataVerse network: http://thedata.org/book/about-project.
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activities. Among 19 participants, ten were identified as ICPSR users, three were

Odum users, and six were Roper Center users. Some participants used multiple

repositories. Those participants first talked about their most recent experience

within the repository they identified themselves as using, but they also talked about

their experience with other repositories if they felt it necessary, including

repositories other than Odum, Roper Center, and ICPSR. All interviews were

conducted by phone, and the data were fully transcribed. Transcribed data were

inductively coded for analysis using TAMS analyzer, a software program that

facilitates qualitative analysis. The codes developed for initial analysis were

reviewed by one peer checking the validity of codes.

Findings

Participant information

All 19 participants were either academic or corporate researchers, which can be seen

as a part of the ‘‘designated community’’ of each repository. Seventeen were

university faculty members (including junior and senior levels), and two were

classified as research associates at either a university or a research corporation.

Eight participants were male and 11 were female. Most participants’ ages ranged

from 30 to 50 years (one in their 20 s, seven in their 30 s, five in their 40 s, and six

in their 50 s). While all the participants used the repositories to acquire data for their

research, a few of them said that they also used it for teaching. Two participants also

had experience with depositing, which might influence their perception of

repositories, but the deposit experience was not investigated extensively since it

is outside of the scope of this research. The level of use varied among participants.

Participants had different ways of expressing their level of experience; for instance,

by number of datasets used, by number of years using the repository, or by number

of times datasets were used for research projects; and it was especially difficult for

users who have used the repository for a long time to express this. For example,

descriptions included ‘‘Half of my publications over the last 15 years, […] double-

digits number of papers (PB12)’’. However, most participants had used data

repositories more than five times and used more than five datasets. Five of them said

they had used data repositories more than 100 times, and three of them had used

repositories for more than 10 years. Only three participants had used repositories

fewer than three times and had used fewer than three datasets.

Defining trust: what does trust mean to users?

Participants were first asked what they think trust is, and how they define trust in the

context of data repositories. Similar to the preconditions discussed in previous

literature, the interviews showed that trust became relevant to a particular situation

when the trustor was uncertain about something (uncertainty) and when the trustor

can depend upon the trustee (dependability). Trust can arise or become necessary

under uncertain circumstances because it is sometimes necessary to ‘‘place
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confidence in things that you don’t know’’ (PA05). Trust was also related to

dependability. Participants expressed that ‘‘to trust’’ means to believe or count on

someone or something (PA01, PB10, PB12), and PB10 defined trust as ‘‘being able

to count on organizations or products or whatever’’. Dependability signified the

trustor’s expectation that the trustee would consistently satisfy the needs of the

trustor. PA14 expressed this understanding as ‘‘[Trust is] your ability to have faith

that someone is going to fulfill some kind of expectation that you have’’.

Participants’ sense that they could rely on someone or something was highly

associated with truthfulness, which is the lack of deception. In the context of data

repositories, lack of deception had two components: data validity and repositories’

integrity. Even though participants were asked to define trust in repositories,

discussion of data validity inevitably emerged, as the needs for data came before

other considerations because this was what participants actually used for their

research. Belief in the integrity of repositories was another component of trust, due

to the repositories’ role of managing data.

Whether the data are presented accurately (validity) constituted the most

important component of the definition of trust in the context of repositories. PA08

said, ‘‘The trust I have is […] the data in a way that accurately indicates what’s there

and really what was collected. So that’s what I would be basing my trust on’’. PA03

remarked, ‘‘To trust them I believe that they are accurately representing what they

say they are, which includes telling me the limitations of something and not just

presenting all the good parts, but presenting the bad parts’’. Data should reflect

exactly what it is, and accuracy in this context has nothing to do with evaluating

how good or bad the data is. This dimension is also highly related to integrity, which

is discussed in the next paragraph.

The integrity of repositories was mentioned by most of the participants.

Participants’ belief that organizations will be honest rather than deceitful comprises

trust. As PB16 noted, ‘‘[repositories] are in fact doing what they’re saying that

they’re doing, and they’re not trying to intentionally, I guess, mislead people’’.

PA07 echoed, ‘‘I really think about your believing that they represent themselves as

true and honest […] or do what they say they are going to do and [that] they have

respect for you and so on, et cetera’’.

Building trust: where does end users’ trust originate, and how do users develop trust?

Study participants discussed a number of characteristics that contribute to the

development of their trust in repositories. Regardless of the repository, participants’

trust seemed to be based on five broad components: organizational attributes, the

internal repository process, user (or designated) communities, their own past

experiences, and their perceptions of the roles of repositories.

Organizational attributes

About half of the participants showed strong belief in the integrity of repositories.

Here, integrity means that users believe repositories are honest and do not deceive

or mislead their users. PA01 said, ‘‘Well, I don’t think that the people or the
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organizations that managed the data were trying to mislead anyone’’, and PB16

added, ‘‘There’s no reason to think that [the repository] would be doing anything to

the data to affect its integrity. They’re all about just making data available to the

research community’’.

This strong belief in the repositories’ integrity is also based on users’

understanding of the repositories’ mission and commitment to society; as PB16

stated above, repositories are ‘‘all about just making data available to the research

community’’. PA04 echoed this view:

They had provisions in place for data use agreements that they try to make it

so that people can diffuse the data that they were using it for research purposes

that would further knowledge.

PA14 acknowledged the value and mission of the repositories, noting that ‘‘the

value of having things like that at [the repository], is that they are concerned with

long-term preservation’’. Similarly, PB12 stated, ‘‘If they stopped operating or were

no longer able to archive as much data as they did in the past, then, well, the data

would be lost’’. Understanding repositories’ commitment to society named

identification by Pirson and Malhotra (2011), PB16, PA04, PA14, and PB12

expressed their faith in the repositories’ integrity.

Participants’ belief in the staff was a third organizational attribute influencing

trust. This trust is closely related to the reputation of the repositories because it can

arise from the reputation of the repositories, as well as help to build a good

reputation. However, it is worth noting that some of the participants’ trust was

directed particularly toward the staff. Participants believed that the staff ‘‘were well

trained in this area’’ (PA01), ‘‘have expertise’’ (PB10), and ‘‘are the best possible

people working on it’’ (PA03). One participant (PA09) also stated that knowing

about staff helps to build his trust because ‘‘it just makes [repositories] more visible,

rather than just being these mysterious sites where people put datasets up that aren’t

available for anyone to download’’. Interestingly, even though several participants

expressed a strong belief in the repository staff’s expertise, other participants did not

know what the staff members do with data, which will be discussed in a later section.

Perceptions of and use by designated communities

Another component that emerged from the interviews was trust transferred from

other users who are close to participants or trust based on others’ use. PA02 noted,

for example, that ‘‘It’s not like I just stumbled upon it myself; I worked with other

researchers who were working with [the repository], and they are the ones who told

me [to use it]’’. If users hear about a repository from sources with more authority,

they tend to trust it more:

PA07 […] maybe one of my professors said positive things about [the repository]

so that I consider that professor a reliable source of information. So, to me,

that is my… It’s someone I trusted, that if this was a trustworthy

organization, it made me feel… To trust it as well.
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Another participant commented that the frequency of others’ use of the sources in

the repository can be one measure of trust, even though it is not same as hearing this

directly from other users.

PA09 I would trust the [repository]. It’s been used a lot. And so I can’t even

imagine how many master’s theses and dissertations and research articles

have been published based on [the repository] data.

The reputation of repositories was another attribute mentioned by a number of

participants. Reputation plays a significant role in the trust users have in repositories

and is sometimes a consideration when choosing a dataset:

PA05 I mean the institute that provides the dataset that I talk about on [the

repository], that’s a reputable institution, you know what they have, the data

that they have are good quality data. […] So people who are distributing the

data, their reputations are important.

PC19 I would trust [the repository] because I’ve already heard so much about it.

Reputation is important and it has a great reputation, so if I say I wanted to

work on a different dataset I would go there versus some other small

university somewhere else. I wouldn’t know about them, whether they have

all of these means of data collection and data security.

PA13 First of all, they’ve both been in… this kind of business for a long time.

They’re world-renowned for being data repositories and for leading the field

in terms of data preservation and data access.

Users’ own past experience

In addition to recommendations from other users, users’ own experiences with

repositories are important factors in building trust. The majority of participants in

this study had used some repositories multiple times and related that having positive

experiences with repositories over time helps to enhance their trust. For example,

one participant said:

PC19 I guess I did not had any problems in the past and I haven’t heard of other

people having problems, and the data that I accessed through the repository,

everything seems to be helping and there wasn’t anything suspicious or

missing from it. So I guess I’ve had a good experience, so I have no reason

to distrust them.

Repository processes: documentation, data cleaning, and quality checking

What repositories do with datasets is closely related to users’ trust. Almost every

participant discussed documentation (e.g., codebooks, original questionnaires, or

methodology) of datasets, arguing the significance of having good documentation

since it is ‘‘only possible to understand [the dataset] by the reading documentation

(PA02)’’. Good documentation is one factor influencing the user’s trust; as

expressed by PA03, ‘‘Well, [I trust them] because they have really detailed and
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rigorous documentation describing their methodology’’. Another participant com-

pared two different repositories and each one’s documentation, describing having

more trust in the one with more rigorous documentation:

PA14 Yeah, [repository A] tends to have more thorough complete documentation.

[Repository Z] and [repository Y] are more whatever they get from the

original investigator. So a lot of times with [repository Z], you’ll actually

get an extant copy of the original questionnaire which sometimes there’s

things crossed out by hand, different codes written in again by hand because

of the last-minute changes. Whereas [the repository], you’re always gonna

get a kind of nice, clearly organized thing without corrections and crossed

out, so it’s kind of like getting somebody’s notes versus getting a finished

manuscript. [Repositories Y and Z were not included in the study;

Repository A was included.]

Several participants were also aware of the internal data cleaning process of

repositories and expressed their trust from this process:

PA09 Well, there’s no trust issue about it. I mean if there’s an error, I think that

[the repository] will do their best to make sure that it’s corrected and

they’ll be very responsive. So that goes a long way to continuously

building trust.

Whether it is true or not, a few of the participants believed that the repositories

would perform quality checks and appraisals of datasets. PA09 assumed that the

repositories would meet some appraisal criteria for data quality, stating, ‘‘I really

don’t know, but I’m guessing they would have. I don’t think they would just put

something out without sort of reviewing it or ensuring data quality’’. Two of the

others (PA01 and PA02) had a different view, stating, ‘‘I don’t think [the repository]

is requiring each individual project or dataset that’s placed on their site to pass some

criteria… You can’t just say, well, it’s in [the repository], so it must be great’’

(PA01). Accordingly, appraisal was one factor that influenced at least some of the

participants’ trust, as some of them believed the repositories would check the

quality of their data.

Users’ perceptions of the roles of repositories

Participants perceived repositories in a variety of ways, particularly regarding their

roles. These perceptions turned out to influence the users’ trust in data repositories.

Since this study does not aim to quantitatively test the correlation among factors

influencing trust, it is not possible to argue for a consistent relationship between user

perceptions and trust. However, the interview data indicated that some participants

(PB06, PA08, and PC11) who perceived the repositories’ roles as somewhat limited

did not consider the repositories to be trustworthy.

For instance, PB06 defined the role of repositories as very limited, which led

PB06 not to associate repositories with trust. PB06 perceived repositories’ functions

as below:
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PB06 I make the assumption that the repository has very little to do with the data

because I know that… They don’t do much more than manage the files that

are provided to them by the organization. They’re not in the business of

doing much other than putting things in storage. So [the repository] is

almost irrelevant from the point of view of trust.

This case was in sharp contrast to the views of PA01, PB12, and PA14, who

thought repositories did data cleaning and trust this process (see the section,

‘‘Repository processes’’).

Such perceptions of the roles of repositories as limited made users see

repositories as more of a ‘‘library’’ (PC11) or ‘‘warehouse’’ (PA13), where there are

not many jobs or processes involving data. This view diminished users’ concern

about the trust issue in repositories, and often made users question why trust

mattered in this context.

PC11 I don’t think this question makes any sense. This is like asking whether I

have any concerns about using non-fiction books in the library. Some books

will be shown to have mistakes; others will become influential. Each book

must be judged on its own merits. But librarians cannot know this before

placing an order for a book and placing it on the shelves. Librarians can

have general rules of thumb in terms of ordering non-fiction books. But just

because a book is in the library means almost nothing. Unless the library is

run by some extremist group, I judge the book, not the library. Similarly,

just because a dataset is in a repository means nothing. A repository should

have very tight standards for documentation. Then the user can make

informed decisions about each dataset or data series.

Discussion

This study did not account for possible personality-based aspects of trust (e.g.,

intrinsic trust), which can be considered a possible limitation. Even though, the

findings of this study present how users perceived and defined trust, as well as what

factors influenced their trust development. At a higher level, users perceived trust as

their willingness to depend on or rely on something or someone (including an

organization) in uncertain circumstances. These elements—dependability and

uncertainty—align with pre-conditions of trust discussed in the previous literature

across disciplines (Doney and Cannon 1997; Giddens 1990; Lewicki and Bunker

1995; Rousseau et al. 1998).

When it comes down to the specific context of data repositories, users’ trust

definition is largely based on lack of deception. In particular, a lack of deception can

be achieved in two different ways: by determining data validity (or accuracy) and by

assessing the integrity of repositories. Outcomes of repositories—meaning datasets

deposited and processed in the repositories—should accurately represent the

original dataset. Repositories should be honest and not intentionally mislead

anyone. This strong presence of truth and honesty in users’ definition of trust in data
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repositories reflects the significance of data integrity and validity in their research.

Acquiring valid, accurate data is the first step for any type of research that reuses

data produced by others. The issue of integrity of repositories also relates to data

integrity and validity as trusted sources for data. A number of factors, such as

organizational attributes and repository processes, that influence users’ development

of trust eventually relate to the data integrity and validity issue.

Organizational attributes, user communities (recommendations and frequent use),

past experiences, repository processes (documentation, data cleaning, and quality

checking), and users’ perception of the repository roles were identified as

influencing the development of users’ trust in repositories. These findings also

reflect several types of trust discussed in previous literature. As Rousseau et al.

(1998) and Barber (1983) argued, users could develop their calculus-based trust

based on their rational choices, knowing the good intentions of repositories. This

can be influenced not only by good reputation (Barber 1983) but also by others’

recommendations and frequent use of repositories by user communities. Relational

trust also appeared when users develop their trust based on repeated positive

experiences with repositories over time; such experiences help users develop

positive expectations about the repositories. Knowing the staff of repositories also

helped to develop relational trust; as an example, users expressed their trust of the

staff when they met the staff in a conference or knew them personally because, in

one way, this contact gave users an impression of repositories as ‘‘real’’ and

‘‘visible’’, rather than being ‘‘mysterious sites’’ (PA09). Users might also develop

institution-based trust from reputation. As Rousseau et al. (1998) found, institution-

based trust can convert to formulate calculus-based and relational trust; therefore,

reputation could play an important role in users’ development of trust.

One finding distinctive to users’ trust in data repositories is users’ perception of

repository roles. Each study participant had a different level of understanding of

repositories, and the level of understanding was sometimes, surprisingly, not related

to the level of a user’s experience with repositories, since most participants of this

study have frequently used repositories. Different levels of understanding—for

instance, how much users know about repositories’ functions or the roles of staff/

repositories—are not the result of the possible differences among the three

repositories in this study because these differences were also apparent in users of the

same repository. The level of users’ understanding of repositories might be relevant

to their level of trust, as it can be seen from the factors of repository process and

users’ perception of the repository roles.

Participants who knew a repository’s internal processes expressed their trust

based on their belief in that process; however, others who did not know much about

repository processes had different thoughts. In particular, a couple of participants

viewed repositories as much less active players in maintaining data integrity than

they are, although it is true that there might be differences among repositories in this

study regarding processes and other functions. For them, because repositories are

the same as a ‘‘warehouse’’ (PA08) or ‘‘library’’ (PC11), not much room existed for

trust for those participants. These findings suggest that users’ awareness of

repositories’ roles or functions can be one factor for developing users’ trust. In

addition, if this is a factor, a new question is raised: Should the roles or functions of
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repositories be more visible to users to gain more trust? Some might argue that, if

users do not know much about what repositories do, such lack of knowledge shows

that repositories have been successfully performing their job because users have not

experienced serious problems. However, knowing the missions and functions of

repositories can be a way to decrease users’ uncertainty, which can positively

influence their trust, as can be seen in this study. Furthermore, building a better

understanding of repositories would be important by giving users a better

understanding.

Conclusion

As Prieto (2009) argued, ‘‘User communities are the most valuable component in

ensuring a digital repository’s trustworthiness’’ (p. 603). Gaining users’ trust in

repositories is important because one of the core missions of repositories is to serve

their distinctive user communities. By understanding users’ perspectives on

‘‘trusted’’ repositories, repositories can enhance their ‘‘trusted’’ status because

users’ perceptions of trust are often (though not always) related to repositories’

practices.

If understanding users’ trust is the first step, the next step entails developing a

metric to measure users’ trust in repositories. Trust is a complex concept to measure,

but having a standardized way of measuring users’ trust can help to demonstrate

how repositories have effectively gained users’ trust and have been perceived as

trusted sources of information. In addition, trust in data itself plays a distinctive and

important role for users to reuse data, which may or may not be related to the trust in

repositories. Although it is not the scope of this study, findings also suggested that

users’ trust in data is another important area to be investigated further.
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